Abstract Interpretation Declarative Languages Ellis
an abstract interpretation framework for semantics and ... - historically declarative languages have
been separated in two main paradigms: the functional paradigm and the logic paradigm, both of them
supporting di erent features that have been shown to be useful in application programming. since these worlds
of programming are based on common grounds, it is a natural idea to combine them into a single multiparadigm declarative language. however, the ... an abstract interpretation framework for semantics
and ... - an abstract interpretation framework for semantics and diagnosis of functional logic programs
giovanni bacci supervisor: marco comini dipartimento di matematica e informatica university of udine 15
march 2012 , udine 1/32. motivations context: lazy declarative languages + purely functional (haskell) +
functional logic (curry, toy) goal: e cacious semantic-based program manipulation tools ... an abstract
analysis framework for synchronous concurrent ... - languages by abstract interpretation, it can happen
that the original program sus- pends whereas by using the abstract semantics it does not; hence
synchronization in the abstract model might be damaged, as shown in example 3.2 below. on the design of
generic abstract interpretation frameworks - many researchers and mainly applied to declarative
languages (more amenable to optimization). although abstract interpretation is claimed to provide a unifying
approach many diﬀerent frame ... declarative debugging of maude functional modules - introduced in
the eld of declarative languages, such as abstract diagnosis, which formu- lates a debugging methodology
based on abstract interpretation [1], or declarative debug- notes for a tutorial on abstract interpretation
of logic ... - the abstract interpretation of logic programs based on a denotational deﬁnition of sld was given
by jones and søndergaard [25], a framework based on and-or trees was given by bruynooghe et al. [6] and one
based on oldt resolution was given by kanamori and kawamura [26]. an abstract interpretation scheme
for groundness, freeness ... - has concentrated on declarative languages. our use of abstract interpretation
is our use of abstract interpretation is in a compiler for independent and-parallel logic programs [6, 2]. a
declarative debugger for maude functional modules - ucm - troduced in the eld of declarative
languages, such as abstract diagnosis, which for- mulates a debugging methodology based on abstract
interpretation [9,1], or declar- ative debugging, also known as algorithmic debugging, which was rst introduced
by incrementalizing abstract interpretation - crisb - practical aspects of declarative languages (pp.
109-123). springer berlin heidelberg. incrementalization limited to speciﬁc analyses e.g.: ifds-based data-ﬂow
analyses our focus: abstract interpretation powerful approach to design static analyses supports dynamic,
higher-order languages - ... list of publications - cs.ox - abramsky and c. hankin, “introduction to abstract
interpreta- tion”, ch. 1 in abstract interpretation for declarative languages, s. abramsky and c. hankin, eds.
(ellis horwood) 1987, 9–31. abstract interpretation and finite domain symbolic constraints - the
benefits of abstract interpretation for program optimization and verification. section 3 provides a general
presentation of abstract interpretation and explains how finite domain symbolic constraints can be used in this
framework. abstract interpretation and partial evaluation in ... - one use of the term “abstract
interpretation” is to describe a semantics-based approach to program ﬂow analysis (in contrast to the more ad
hoc approaches often taken in traditional compiler writing). pathbreaking work in this direction was done by
patrick and radhia cousot [2], and a fairly broad overview is found in [15]. the former mainly concerned
imperative languages, and the latter ... abstract interpretation basedsemantics of sequent calculi abstract. in the ﬁeld of logic languages, we try to reconcile the proof theoretic tradition, characterized by the
concept of uniform proof, with the classic approach based on ﬁxpoint semantics. hence, we propose a
treatment of sequent calculi similar in spirit to the treatment of horn clauses in logic programming. we have
three diﬀerent semantic styles (operational, declarative ...
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